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Attend the only education series dedicated  
to beginner, intermediate and advanced-level  
ICD-9 and ICD-10 training and OASIS education. 

From choosing appropriate codes, to selecting the most accurate OASIS 

responses, to learning how to sequence complicated conditions, our experts 

will provide you with the knowledge and hands-on experience you need to 

ensure proper reimbursement for your agency.  

Register for the Ultimate OASIS-C & Coding Training Series 2013 today for: 

� NEW SESSION!   Expert guidance to ensure that documentation 

supports medical necessity, contains consistent OASIS and coding 

responses, and captures face-to-face documentation.

� NEW SESSION!   Home health-specific introduction into anatomy  

& physiology and the role it will play in ICD-10 diagnosis coding.

� Beginner, intermediate and advanced-level ICD-9 code training

� Solutions to your most complicated coding scenarios and take-home tools

� Practice scenarios in ICD-10, and ICD-9 to ICD-10 crosswalks

� Intermediate OASIS-C training, including tips for answering key case-mix 

items and assessment and intervention strategies

Featured speakers:

Judy Adams, RN, BSN, HCS-D, HCS-O, COS-C

Sharon Molinari, RN, HCS-D, HCS-O, COS-C

Ann Rambusch, RN, MSN, HCS-D, HCS-O, COS-C

Lisa Selman-Holman, JD, BSN, RN, MSN, HCS-D, HCS-O, COS-C

Tricia Twombly, RN, BSN, HCS-D, HCS-O, COS-C, CHCE

Approved for up to 10.5 BMSC HCS-D and 8 HCS-O CEUs

Register at www.decisionhealth.com/ultimatetraining  
or call toll-free 1-855-CALL-DH1 today!

Ultimate OASIS-C & CODING
TRAINING SERIES 2013

Boston, MA  |  Feb. 11-14, 2013

St. Louis, MO  |  Feb. 25-28, 2013

Chicago, IL  |  March 11-14, 2013

OASIS-C Training

Documentation Workshop

Beyond the Basics Workshop

Advanced Coding Boot Camp

Coding Basics

ICD-10 Anatomy &  
Physiology Primer

3 Cities 

6 Opportunities
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Who should attend?
� Agency Coders and Supervisors

� Coding Educators and Trainers

� Clinical Managers and QI staff 

� Home Health Consultants

� Directors of Nursing

� Home Health RNs

� Physical & Occupational Therapists

� Directors of Patient Care

� Outcome Specialists

Get the knowledge you need to choose appropriate 
codes, select accurate OASIS responses, and sequence 
complicated conditions. Register now for:

� NEW SESSION!   Expert guidance to ensure that documentation supports 
medical necessity, contains consistent OASIS and coding responses and 
captures face-to-face documentation.

� NEW SESSION!   Home health-specific introduction into anatomy  
& physiology and the role it will play in ICD-10 diagnosis coding.

� Beginner, intermediate and advanced-level ICD-9 code training

� Solutions to your most complicated coding scenarios and take-home tools

� Practice scenarios in ICD-10, and ICD-9 to ICD-10 crosswalks

� Intermediate OASIS-C training, including tips for answering key  
case-mix items and assessment and intervention strategies

Register at  
www.decisionhealth.com/ultimatetraining  
or call toll-free 1-855-CALL-DH1 today!

C1354

Two Washingtonian Center
9737 Washingtonian Blvd., Ste. 200
Gaithersburg, MD 20878-7364

Register at www.decisionhealth.com/ultimatetraining  
or call toll-free 1-855-CALL-DH1 today!

Boston, MA  
Feb. 11-14, 2013

St. Louis, MO   
Feb. 25-28, 2013

Chicago, IL   
March 11-14, 2013

OASIS-C Training

Documentation Workshop

Beyond the Basics Workshop

Advanced Coding Boot Camp

Coding Basics

ICD-10 Anatomy &  
Physiology Primer

For more information, go to: www.decisionhealth.com/ultimatetraining

3 Cities 6 Opportunities
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For more information, go to: www.decisionhealth.com/ultimatetraining

OASIS-C Training

Beyond the Basics Workshop

Ultimate OASIS-C & CODING TRAINING SERIES 2013

Duration: 1 day

Locations: Boston, St. Louis and Chicago

Speaker: Ann Rambusch (Boston), Lisa Selman-Holman  
(St. Louis & Chicago)

Audience: Clinical supervisors, clinicians, coders, coding 
managers, quality managers, quality assurance/performance 
improvement staff, compliance officers

Achieve OASIS-C accuracy, improve case-mix and outcomes 
scores and receive full and prompt reimbursement by 
attending this full-day, intermediate-level OASIS-C training 
course. Join your colleagues in working through interactive 
patient scenarios – updated with the latest from CMS including 
new wound guidance – to test your competency in answering 
some of the most challenging OASIS-C questions. One wrong 
answer could mean the difference of hundreds of dollars per 
patient and lower outcomes scores. 

You’ll learn how to: 

� Receive full reimbursement with tips for answering  
key case-mix items

� Improve outcome scores with clues for navigating  
the nuances of related items

� Get assessment and intervention strategies for  
answering OASIS-C process items

� Avoid ADRs and denials with tips to ensure 
documentation matches OASIS-C items

� Refine functional assessment practices and 
documentation to comply with CMS regulations

Bonus: Use this class to prepare for the HCS-O certification 
or re-certification exam.

During the training, you’ll:

� Code scenarios that include neoplasms, multiple  
V codes, circulatory, respiratory and combination 
coding. Learn to quickly extract information that will 
help you accurately code and sequence. 

� Learn how to sequence the most complicated conditions, 
such as CVA, CKD and neoplasms

� Walk through some of the toughest diabetes scenarios, 
such as coding diabetic ulcers, brittle diabetes, 
secondary diabetes as a result of pancreatectomy  
and osteomyelitis.

Bonus: Use this class to prepare for the HCS-D certification 
and re-certification exams.

Required materials: 2013 ICD-9-CM Manual 

Recommended materials: ICD-10-CM Manual

Duration: 1.5 days

Locations: Boston, St. Louis and Chicago

Speakers: Tricia Twombly

Audience: Experienced coders, coding supervisors,  
clinicians who need to take their coding to the next level

Coders and clinicians who have had a couple years of 
hands-on coding experience can delve right into the most 
commonly-diagnosed, and miscoded, diseases, as well as 
the most frequently-billed codes. During this interactive 
education, you’ll learn how to properly sequence cases 
with multiple diseases and disciplines, and investigate 
combination coding issues through practice scenarios. 

New: During this session, you’ll receive ICD-10 training. 
Our experts will point out the differences and similarities 
between coding common home health diseases in ICD-9 
vs. ICD-10, and you’ll get the chance to code common 
scenarios in ICD-10. 



For more information, go to: www.decisionhealth.com/ultimatetraining

Coding Basics

Duration: 1 day

Location: Chicago

Speaker: Sharon Molinari

Audience: New coders and clinicians who will be coding and/or 
auditing the coding, supervisors who need to understand the financial 
impact of coding, experienced coders who need a refresher

Beginner coders, clinicians and home health supervisors 
who are taking a role in coding need to understand the 
competencies that dictate accurate coding. In this class, 
you’ll start with coding fundamentals, guidelines and 
conventions while learning how the code choices you 
make impact your agency’s reimbursement and patient 
outcomes. 

During this training, you’ll:

� Work through coding scenarios to discover how to code 
and learn more about the basic interactions with OASIS-C.

� Use your ICD-9 manual to correctly find codes and 
apply critical thinking in sequencing, proper use of 
V codes and the case-mix (M1024) rules.

Required materials: 2013 ICD-9-CM Manual 

Documentation Workshop – your path to compliance!

Advanced Coding Boot Camp

Duration: 1 day

Locations: Boston, St. Louis and Chicago

Speakers: Judy Adams (Boston); Lisa Selman-Holman  
(St. Louis and Chicago)

Audience: Expert HCS-D certified coders and clinicians,  
and coding supervisors

Expand your experience and receive continuing education 
at your expert level. During this advanced coding training, 
you’ll work through practice scenarios to learn how to 
properly sequence a variety of the most complicated 
home health situations, including those with multiple 
complications, late effects and varied wound situations, 
including ostomies and trauma wounds. 

New: During this session, you’ll receive ICD-10 training. 
Our experts will point out the differences and similarities 
between coding common home health diseases in ICD-9 
vs. ICD-10, and you’ll get the chance to code complicated 
scenarios in ICD-10.

Required materials: 2013 ICD-9-CM Manual

Recommended materials: ICD-10-CM Manual

Accomplish all this by establishing a pre-claims submission 
review audit process that will ensure claims:

� Support medical necessity and prove homebound 
status to withstand ZPIC reviews and prevent 
suspended payments

� Contain consistent OASIS and coding responses

� Capture complete face-to-face documentation 

� Document timely therapy assessments

� Note objective tests and measures

Bonus Tools: OASIS item correction form, Connecting 
OASIS and codes tool, F2F compliance checklist 

Duration: ½ day

Locations: Boston and St. Louis

Speakers: Ann Rambusch (Boston), Lisa Selman-Holman (St. Louis)

Audience: Clinicians, coders, auditors, DONs, clinical managers, 
coding managers, quality managers, quality assurance/performance 
improvement staff, compliance officers

Prevent costly overpayments and denials that agencies 
are experiencing as a result of the recent increase in 
additional documentation requests (ADRs) from CMS 
contractors. Plus, prevent non-billable claims and cash 
flow interruptions that could result from noncompliance 
with ever-evolving face-to-face and therapy rules. 

NEW SESSION!



For more information, go to: www.decisionhealth.com/ultimatetraining

For more information, go to: www.decisionhealth.com/ultimatetraining

ICD-10 Anatomy & Physiology Primer

Required Materials:

City/Date

Day One Day Two Day Three Day Four

8:00 a.m. - 
5:30 p.m.

8:00 a.m. - 
Noon

1:00 -  
5:00 p.m.

9:00 a.m. - 
Noon

1:00 -  
5:00 p.m.

5:15 -  
6:45 p.m.

9:00 - 11:30 
a.m.

Boston, MA 
Feb. 11-14, 2013

OASIS-C Documentation
Beyond the Basics HCS-D 

Study 
Session

HCS-D Exams

Advanced Coding HCS-O Exams

St. Louis, MO 
Feb. 25-28, 2013

OASIS-C Documentation
Beyond the Basics HCS-D 

Study 
Session

HCS-D Exams

Advanced Coding HCS-O Exams

Chicago, IL 
March 11-14, 2013

OASIS-C
ICD-10 Anatomy 

& Physiology 
Primer

Beyond the Basics HCS-D 
Study 

Session

HCS-D Exams
Advanced Coding

Coding Basics HCS-O Exams

Duration: ½ day

Location: Chicago 

Speaker: Lisa Selman-Holman

Audience: Clinicians, coders, auditors, DONs, clinical managers, 
coding managers, quality managers, quality assurance/
performance improvement staff, compliance officers, directors 
of education and training 

You’ve been given a one-year reprieve – don’t waste anymore 
time. Jumpstart your ICD-10 training with this home health-
specific introduction into anatomy & physiology and the 
role it will play in ICD-10 diagnosis coding. Prepare for 
the numerous details ICD-10 will require to determine the 
appropriate diagnosis and/or condition of the patient. 
Ensuring proficiency in anatomy and physiology is the first 
step a coder should take to prepare for the transition. 

During this training, you’ll get:

� Detailed reviews of the body systems that a home 
health coder will encounter most often. The review 
will include in-depth information on cells, tissues 
and organs that comprise each body system.

� Rundown of the new anatomical and physiological 
documentation requirements for code capture in 
ICD-10.

� Coding practice exercises to help you hone 
your decision-making as you demonstrate your 
understanding of anatomy and physiology captured 
in the code.

NEW SESSION!

Complete Home Health ICD-10-CM Diagnosis  
Coding Manual, Preliminary Edition 
Attendees of Advanced Coding and Beyond the Basics should bring an 
ICD-10-CM manual to the conference.  We recommend DecisionHealth’s 
Complete Home Health ICD-10-CM Diagnosis Coding Manual, 
Preliminary Edition. (Item: I102013; Price: $129) 

Complete Home Health ICD-9-CM  
Coding Manual, 2013 Edition
Attendees of Advanced Coding, Beyond the Basics & Coding Basics  
MUST bring a 2013 ICD-9-CM manual to the conference in order to 
participate. We recommend DecisionHealth’s Complete Home Health 
ICD-9-CM Coding Manual, 2013 edition. (Item: ICD2013; Price: $199)



Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Title: ________________________________________ Company: _____________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________________

City/State/ZIP: ______________________________________________________________________________________________

Phone: _______________________________________ Fax: _________________________________________________________

Email: ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Check enclosed for $ ____________. Make payable to: DecisionHealth (TIN: 26-3622553)

 Charge $ ____________ to my:       

Card #: ______________________________________ *Charges will appear as UCG conference.

Name: _______________________________________  Exp. Date: _________ Signature: ___________________________________

Registration100% Money-Back Guarantee 
If you don’t leave this conference with an  
in-depth understanding of home care 
coding, OASIS-C and your ability to 
submit accurate claims for complete 
reimbursement, we will refund your entire 
registration fee, no questions asked!

Cancellation/Substitution Policy
Transfers/substitutions are permitted at any time. 
However, for administrative purposes, please 
notify the conference registrar at 1-855-CALL-
DH1 as soon as changes are made. Cancellations 
must be received in writing by Jan. 21, 2013 
for Boston; Feb. 3, 2013 for St. Louis; and 
Feb. 18, 2013 for Chicago in order for you to 
receive a full refund. Cancellations made after 
this time are subject to a $150 administrative 
charge. Registrants who do not cancel and do not 
attend are liable for the full registration fee. Email 
registrar@decisionhealth.com for cancellations. 
Phone cancellations are not accepted.

Hotel & Travel Discounts
Important notice for all cities:  
For room reservations, contact the hotel directly 
and mention you are attending the Ultimate 
OASIS-C & Coding Training Series 2013 to 
take advantage of discounted rates. To receive 
the discounted rate, reservations must be made 
by the date indicated below for your chosen 
city, or until the room block is full. Thereafter, 
reservations will be taken on a space and rate 
availability basis. Reserve your room early, as 
rooms are not guaranteed. 

Boston, MA  |  Fairmont Battery Wharf 
Feb. 11-14, 2013
Three Battery Wharf
Boston, MA 02109
www.fairmont.com, 1-800-441-1414
Rate: $175/night, Cut-off date: Jan. 21, 2013

St. Louis, MO  |  The Westin St. Louis
Feb. 25-28, 2013
811 Spruce St.
St. Louis, MO 63102
www.starwoodhotels.com/westin 1-800-WESTIN-1
Rate: $139/night, Cut-off date: Feb. 3, 2013

Chicago, IL  |  The Knickerbocker Hotel  
March 11-14, 2013
163 E. Walton Place 
Chicago, IL 60611 
www.millenniumhotels.com/millenniumchicago 
1-800-621-8140
Rate: $129/night, Cut-off date: Feb. 18, 2013

Airline discount
United Airlines is offering conference attendees 
a special discounted rate. Take advantage of 
savings up to 5% off published domestic fares! 
Visit the “Travel” tab on www.decisionhealth.
com/ultimatetraining for details.

Rental car discount
Avis Car Rental is offering discounted rates to 
attendees. To take advantage of these rates, 
please call 1-800-331-1600 and mention  
AWD # T706699 to receive discount. 

Multiple attendee and multi-session discounts
For multiple attendee and multi-session discounts, call Peggy Hall toll-free at 1-855-CALL-DH1, option 2.

Get Certified!
Visit www.medicalspecialtycoding.com for HCS-D or HCS-O certification information.

Questions?
Call our conference coordinator toll-free at 1-855-CALL-DH1 or email conf@decisionhealth.com.

Attendee and Payment Information
Visit the conference website to register multiple attendees or call toll-free 1-855-CALL-DH1. Important: Information 
regarding the conference will be sent to registered participants via email. Please provide an email address for each attendee.

Location Session Price Qty. Subtotal

Boston, MA
Feb. 11-14, 2013  
(C1354)

OASIS-C Training $449  
Documentation Workshop $249  

Beyond the Basics Workshop $499  
Advanced Coding Boot Camp $499  

St. Louis, MO
Feb. 25-28, 2013 
(C1355)

OASIS-C Training $449  
Documentation Workshop $249  

Beyond the Basics Workshop $499  
Advanced Coding Boot Camp $499  

Chicago, IL
March 11-14, 2013 
(C1356)

OASIS-C Training $449  
ICD-10 Anatomy & Physiology Primer $299  

Beyond the Basics Workshop $499  
Advanced Coding Boot Camp $499  

Coding Basics $449  
HCS-D Certification Exam $299  

HCS-D Recertification Exam $189 
HCS-O Certification Exam $299

HCS-O Recertification Exam $189 
DecisionHealth’s 2013 Complete Home Health  

ICD-9-CM Diagnosis Coding Manual* $199  

DecisionHealth’s Complete Home Health  
ICD-10-CM Diagnosis Coding Manual, Preliminary Edition* $129  

*Shipping & Handling: $9.95 S&H first item & $3 each add’l item S&H*
TOTAL:  

C1354

Fastest ways to register
1. Register ONLINE at www.decisionhealth.com/ultimatetraining

2. CALL 1-855-CALL-DH1 (toll-free)

3. FAX to 1-301-527-1316

4. Complete registration form and MAIL to:  
Two Washingtonian Blvd., 9737 Washingtonian Blvd., Suite 200, Gaithersburg, MD 20878-7364

Please enter the promo code above your name from the back of this mailer to ensure accurate registration:  ___________


